1. Between the solar minimum and maximum phases of cycle 23-24, the average
Introduction

55
The Martian bow shock develops to slow the supermagnetosonic flowing solar wind to 56 subsonic speeds such that it can be diverted about the Martian plasma system. Unlike 57 celestial bodies that are enclosed within an intrinsic global magnetic field (e.g., the 58 magnetosphere of Earth), Mars' ionosphere and extended exosphere instead acts as an 59 obstacle to the solar wind flow. In this sense, Mars and Venus are very similar planets,
60
sharing an ionosphere as well as an exosphere extending outside the bow shock and so, 61 contributing to the obstacle to the solar wind plasma flow.
62
The location of the bow shock depends on several drivers that can be either external, such Focusing on the EUV parameter as a driver, the solar cycle variation is well-known to play 70 a major role in the location of the bow shock at Venus. Alexander and Russell (1985) Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) orbiter during its aerobraking phase (1997 -1999 , e.g.,
86
Albee et al., 1998; Vignes et al., 2000; 2002) . While these missions have observed the 87 Martian bow shock, the measurements have been sparsely distributed over different 88 seasons and levels of solar activity, as well as spanning separate solar cycles (see Table   89 1).
90
Recent studies have found that the bow shock position at Mars is sensitive to EUV Table 2 ). The Mariner-4 (pre-maximum phase of cycle 
123
The objective of this paper is to assess for the first time with the same dataset how the The remainder of this paper will detail the datasets and methods used (Section 2) to 
Dataset and Analysis
137
The main dataset used in this study originates from the Hall et al. observations from this extended dataset were extracted using the HALL16 automated 147 identification algorithm. We note that only MEX data has been used in this study in order (1)
The Hall et al., (2016) study repeated Steps 2 and 3 of this method for many different x0 
200
The final x0 fit parameter was chosen from the CV run giving the largest R 2 output. Finally,
201
this optimal x0 was used in the fitting procedure applied to the full dataset, giving the full detections with less than a 1% difference.
209
To extrapolate each bow shock crossing to the terminator plane, each set of aberrated the bow shock positions at a common reference point can be tracked over time.
216
The fit parameters and model terminator distance for the updated bow shock model from 217 the entirety of this study's crossing list, and for the same procedure applied to each
218
Martian year of observations is given in model RTD). These models will be referred to throughout the remainder of the paper. Table 3 . Phobos-2 (high activity, solar cycle 22) bow shock crossings (see Tables 1 and 2 ) and 392 reported a solar cycle period variability with a total variation of ~11% in position at the 393 terminator. This is similar to the 7% we report here (e.g., comparing models from MY32 394 as high activity, and MY28 as low activity, Figure 2c ,g,i), which might be slightly lower 395 due to the general lower activity of solar cycle 23/24 as compared to preceding cycles. Table 2 ). In addition, previous missions have observed bow shock crossings datasets with theoretical models could be done to explain any differences. 2.336 ± 6.10 
